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Comments: May 6, 2022James Duran, Forest Supervisor? Paul Schilke, Winter Sports CoordinatorP.O. Box

110Questa, NM 87556

Re: Taos Ski Valley Gondola and Other Improvements Project

Mr. Duran,

I am a 35 year resident of Taos County reaching out today to urge you to conduct a full  Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS) for the Taos Ski Valley Corporation's proposed expansion of infrastructure. The proposed

Environmentyal  Assessment (EA) will not provide adequate examination for a proposal of this magnitude.

At the bottom of each page of the Forest Service's scoping notification is a statement which reads. "Caring for the

Land and Serving People."

In keeping with this excellent motto, I wish to express my deep concern that the proposed projects will have a

negative effect on the Wheeler Peak Wilderness Area, the Columbine Hondo Wilderness Area, and the Carson

National Forest. I am also very concerned that the projects will impact the Rio Hondo by reducing its water quality

and making less water available to downstream rural historic communities such as Valdez, Cañoncito and Arroyo

Hondo.The scoping notice asks the question, "What is Being Proposed and Why is the Work Needed?"I seriously

question whether there is a "need" for the proposed work, other than to benefit the corporate entities who are

proposing this, what I can only see as, massive infrastructure expansion, demonstrated by the scope of work

described in the TSV Corp proposal. The idea that the Rio Hondo River, already at risk, and stressed by many

years of previous Ski Valley development, or the forests and wildlife, which are already extremely stressed by

climate degradation and  Ski Valley clearing activities, will be protected by the Ski Valley Corporation while they

expand is a ludicrous one.

Having said that, I stand with the Friends of the Rio Hondo, requests copied below, as well as the comprehensive

public comments submitted on April 19 by Friends of the Wheeler Peak Wilderness, (attached) which I have read

carefully. Additionally, I tuned in to the County Commission meeting on Feb. 8. 

Friends of the Rio Hondo comments:

Action Requested: Require TSV Inc. to detail concrete steps to be taken during all phases of the projects to

protect the integrity of the headwaters of the Rio Hondo.

 

Action Requested: Require TSV to fund continuous monitoring of the Rio Hondo for water quality and volume.

Based on a preliminary study and the advice of acknowledged experts, monitoring sites should be located at a

number of places along the length of the Rio Hondo.

Action Requested: Conduct a study to enumerate the expected increases in visitor days in the Ski Valley and

identify their impacts. That study must be conducted considering not only the proposed projects but all other

projects proposed for the Ski Valley area whether they are public or private.

Many of the proposed projects require removing additional trees from the Rio Hondo Watershed. Taos Ski Valley

(TSV) Inc. has already cleared a significant number of trees in the area, and it has plans to clear many more

acres. The loss of trees is a significant contributor to the decline of forest health and an associated decline in

nearby water quality and quantity. 

Action Requested: Conduct a study of forest health that will quantify forest health and guide decisions about how

many more trees can be removed from the area.

GondolaThe proposed route of the Gondola will be immediately adjacent to, and, at points, directly on the Lake

Fork of the Rio Hondo. The Scoping Notice says that a corridor will be cleared of trees to allow passage of the

gondola cabins. That clearing would be immediately adjacent to the Lake Fork of the Rio Hondo for most of its

length and at some points right on the river itself. Among other effects, removing trees along the Lake Fork will

increase silting and suspended particulate matter, destabilize banks and increase storm run-off. The end result

will be decreased water quality and the destruction of irreplaceable riparian and wetland habitat.

A year-round gondola operating for most of the day and part of the night will discourage animals from visiting the



irreplaceable water sources of the Lake Fork of the Rio Hondo and its associated wetlands. Those animal's

eating, drinking and mating habits will be seriously affected by the year-round, 12+ hours-a-day noise, visual

disturbance and increased presence of humans. In addition, the gondola infrastructure will be easily visible from

areas with high scenic integrity, including areas of the adjacent Wilderness Areas. 

Action Requested: Cancel the Gondola Project because it will have significant unavoidable harmful impacts

Water Tank and Booster StationThe Scoping Notice proposes a 5,000,000 gallon water tank near the base of Ski

Lift #2. The Notice states "these projects will not increase the current water uptake from the Rio Hondo." If so,

where will the initial 5 million gallons of water used to fill the tank come from? What waters will be used to

replenish the tanks? 

While TSV holds diversionary rights to 200 acre-feet of water those rights are severely constrained by their

permit which allows only 21.42 acre feet to be consumed. Those rights are further limited by a hard cap of only

0.11 acre feet of daily consumptive use between April 11th and October 25th each year. Given these limitations

on its water usage. Taos Ski Valley Inc. must demonstrate that it has sufficient water rights to support its

proposed activities before it begins construction on a costly and permanent water system.

The Notice is silent on how the water will be used once it is pumped up the mountain. Does TSV Inc. have uses

other than snowmaking in mind? If so, how will those uses be monitored? Without additional information on the

source and usage of the water to be pumped up the mountain it is impossible to know if that diversion and usage

is permitted. 

Regardless of where the water comes from, sequestering five million gallons of water and frequently replenishing

the tank will affect the already stressed Rio Hondo watershed and impact the amount of water available to

downstream rural historic communities. 

Action Requested: Delay the Water Tank and Booster Station Project until TSV Inc. provides more information on

how the water will be used and until it can prove it has water rights to support those activities. Conduct a study to

understand the effects of removing that water from the Rio Hondo Watershed including the water needed to

replenish the tank on a regular basis.

Nordic and Snowshoe TrailsThe proposed Nordic and Snowshoe Trails and Buildings would lie immediately

uphill from the Rio Hondo. Just like the Gondola, that development will impact wildlife and water quality in the Rio

Hondo. Clearing trees uphill from the river and placing building sites there will increase runoff thereby increasing

silting and sedimentation in the Rio Hondo. Increased silt and sedimentation will negatively affect the beaver

colonies and fish spawning areas downstream from the site and decrease water quality for the communities

along the Rio Hondo.

Action Requested: Require TSV Inc. to develop a site specific plan to address the direct and indirect impacts of

the Nordic and Snowshoe Trails center on beaver and fish habitat and overall water quality and quantity in the

Rio Hondo with a focus on eliminating run-off and reducing silting, sedimentation and SPM in the Rio Hondo.

Lift ReplacementCompletely replacing lifts #2 and #8 will require excavating the old lift towers, removing the

debris, filling in the holes and then digging new holes for the replacement towers. While the lift cable and moving

parts do wear out the tower has a much longer life span. The excavation work will disturb the soil, increasing

runoff and erosion and potentially impacting the hydrology of the watershed. 

Action Requested: Require TSV Inc. to reuse the existing towers

Restaurants11,000 square feet of new development high on the mountain will disturb the soil, increase runoff and

erosion and potentially impacting the hydrology of the watershed. It will also require additional infrastructure for

utilities with similar impacts. The Ski Area has multiple restaurants close to the lifts and slopes, additional

facilities are not needed.

Action Requested: Deny the request to build additional restaurants. Suggest refurbishing the existing Whistlestop

facility if updated on-mountain dining is needed."

In conclusion, I am asking you to cancel some of these projects and take additional time to study the potential

effects of the others in detail. In addition to the actions requested above, and as before I am requesting the

Forest Service to conduct a complete Environmental Impact Statement for these projects. Thank you in advance

for acting on my concerns.

Suzanne Schwartz El Prado


